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SEGS has met many milestones (pun intended) this year, from moving us into the electronic age with
Constitution and Bylaws revisions to philanthropic activities teaching high school students about United
States geology and educating Floridians about our fragile water resources, to hosting seven field trips
from western Georgia to northeast Florida to Key West and the Dry Tortugas! Please read on and stay
active with the SEGS for your enjoyment and professional development.
SEGS 2012 Officer Elections
Members were emailed a ballot for election of 2012 Officers on November 9, 2011. Please return the
ballot by December 1, 2011 with your updated contact information on the included 2012 Membership
Application/Renewal Form. For your consideration, the 2012 officer candidates are:
Mark Hurst, M.S, P.G. ‐ President
John Herbert, M.S., P.G. ‐ Vice President
Harley Means, M.S., P.G. ‐ Secretary/Treasurer
Note that the ballot includes a request to vote on a dues increase of $10 per year. As explained in the
email, if you send your dues (currently $25 active member or $15 student/associate member) by the end
of the year, you can avoid the $10 increase (assuming it passes by majority vote) and SEGS will mail you
a complimentary copy of our fabulous Guidebook #54 from the September 2011 field trip to the Dry
Tortugas.
2010 to 2011 SEGS Field Trip Guidebooks
Below are SEGS's latest guidebook covers. If you missed some of the trips but would like to learn about
geology of the trip locales, you can inquire about availability in archives at the Florida Geological Survey.
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2011 Annual Meeting and Field Trip Held at Haile Quarries
We held our Society’s annual business meeting with a great field trip in Gainesville on Saturday, April
23rd. The day started with a Saturday morning docent‐guided walkthrough of the Florida Museum of
Natural History Fossil Hall on the University of Florida campus. If you've never been there, it's a must‐
see. It was exciting to learn about Florida earth history as far back as the Precambrian. The vertebrate
collection is nothing short of spectacular!
Following photo‐ops with mammoths, mastodons, megaladons and other fascinating creatures of
Florida's past, we enjoyed lunch and camaraderie at La Fiesta Mexican Restaurant, then visited Haile
Quarries (Florida Rock Industries, Inc.) in Newberry, Florida (see following pages for field trip details and
photos).
After a day of quarry tours and specimen collecting, we checked into hotel rooms for quick cleanup and
headed back to the museum for an opening of the Fossil Hall for private viewing by SEGS members only.
Our evening included a fine Cuban dinner catered by Mi Appá with a terrific presentation on fossil
vertebrates of Haile Quarries by Dr. Richard Hulbert.
After dinner and a show,
we held our business
meeting which focused
on our changes to the
1984 SEGS Constitution
and
other
matters
regarding the society's
future. We deliberated
on our 501c3 Application
as a not‐for‐profit entity
with tax exempt status,
insurance
and
a
scholarship program. We
used
a
PowerPoint
presentation to convey
business matters, then

Some Business Meeting and Haile Quarries Attendees
(thanks again Roger Portell and Florida Rock Industries)
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illustrated lots of great field trip photos. Following adjournment, we continued story‐telling at the
Gainesville Alehouse, located within walking distance of the Cabot Lodge where many of us stayed after
the long eventful day.
2011 Annual SEGS Report to the Gulf Coast Association of Geologic Societies (GCAGS)
We submitted our 2011 Annual Report to the GCAGS in October expressing our continued appreciation
for their support. We value our association with affiliated geological societies and are working at
becoming a more active partner with them. Some notable benefits of being one of currently nine
affiliates include:
• recognition by the GCAGS and the hugely‐influential American Institute of Petroleum Geologists
(AIPG) at AIPG annual convention and mid‐year meetings;
• facilitated communication with other societies like ours, including the Corpus Christi Geological
Society who helped us get started with our maps in schools project;
• direct financial assistance including a $1000 GCAGS grant for Maps‐in‐Schools maps and frames;
• offers to match donations for an SEGS scholarship program; and
• assistance with society organizational matters.
SEGS History and Current Status
The SEGS was founded in 1944 and has been affiliated with the GCAGS since 1954. Our society has long
been a field‐trip oriented group that strives to interact with both professionals in the field of geology
and the public. We are currently a small, all‐volunteer organization intent on fostering collaboration
among geologists and other interested parties working in fields related to geology and hydrogeology in
the southeastern United States. Currently, our membership is largely made up of people primarily
engaged in the fields of hydrogeology and water resources, environmental consulting, and mineral
resources. As an organization, our priorities are focused on organizing and running two or more field
trips per year and organizing at least one formal dinner meeting per year with an invited speaker,
planned in conjunction with a field trip. We also strive to support and encourage outreach and education
efforts initiated by our members.
We kicked off 2011 with plans for at least four field trips, and actually enjoyed seven! We use the field
trips to encourage membership renewals from current members, and to recruit membership of new and
former members. Our current membership is less than 100, but has been steadily increasing with
reinvigorated communication and activity in recent years. The Society remains healthy and solvent
financially. We provided financial assistance to two of our members to attend the GCAGS mid‐year
meeting in Houston.
SEGS Ongoing Activities and Plans
SEGS Field Trip Guidebooks: Since 1944, the SEGS has conducted field trips to a wide variety of
locations in the Southeastern US (primarily Florida in recent years). To date, guidebooks have been
printed for 54 of these field trips, including four new publications this year. Some of the earlier
guidebooks are now rare and not readily available. The SEGS is continuing to work on producing high‐
quality electronic PDF copies of these guidebooks to make the publications more readily available to our
members and the geological community. An up‐to‐date listing of SEGS publications, including availability,
is maintained on the SEGS website, and our current Secretary‐Treasurer Harley Means maintains a
collection of most SEGS guidebooks at the Florida Geological Survey.
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GCAGS Maps in Schools Program: SEGS is a participant in the Geologic Maps in Schools Program
sponsored by GCAGS and the Corpus Christi Geological Society. We have delivered framed maps, with
supporting information, to Middle and High
School science classrooms in Florida. We are still
working on laminating and framing more maps so
we will have a ready supply, and are getting the
word out to science educators to make them
aware of the program and map availability.
We have used grant funding provided by GCAGS
efficiently through the use of in‐kind
contributions and services from SEGS members
and other volunteer efforts. The U.S. Geological
Survey provided us with a supply of maps that we
are still using, and have been able to mount and
frame the maps with other donations of time, so
Charles Cook delivers a framed USGS Tapestry in
the available funds are being used exclusively for
Time to Polk County Southwest Middle School
purchasing framing materials. We are also
encouraging Society members to sponsor selected schools where their family members are students and
to help pay for framing costs.
SEGS Philanthropy: Kissengen Spring, In Memoriam
SEGS contributed funds to the Polk County Historical Commission for production of a historic marker
that recognized SEGS Past‐President Tom Jackson (1949 ‐ 2010) and one of his passions ‐ lessons to be
learned from the fate of Kissengen Spring, a once‐popular community swimming hole and family‐
gathering venue that went dry in 1950.
Additionally, a video, “Remembering Kissengen Spring", was completed in 2011. The video is available
online, or though the Polk County Historical Museum. The video accomplishes one of Tom’s cherished
goals, connecting our previous generations with the present by
experiencing the natural treasures they relished.
SEGS Field Trips
A primary function of the SEGS is conducting geology field trips for
our members and others who may be interested in scientific
exploration. The SEGS conducts two or more field trips per year and
welcomes participation by non‐members that are invited guests of
our members.

Since our June 2010 Newsletter, SEGS coordinated
nine field trips:

Wolf Sink waterfall in Lake
Co. (thanks again Walter

October 16, 2010: Central Florida’s Sand Mining District on the Lake Wales Ridge with fulgurite quest,
Guidebook #50 ‐ This field trip was offered to geology students from the University of South Florida and
co‐sponsored by the Florida Association of Professional Geologists‐Florida section of the American
Institute of Professional Geologists (FAPG‐AIPG). Approximately 40 students, along with faculty and
professionals toured several large industrial facilities where minerals, primarily silica sand are extracted
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for construction materials. All attendees enjoyed
collecting fulgurites in the sand mines. The field trip is
an example of how the SEGS supports geosciences
education, while collaborating with the FAPG‐AIPG,
whose purpose is to represent and promote the
profession of geology as a
vital scientific field with
an important role in
modern technology. The
SEGS and FAPG‐AIPG
entered into a formal
Memorandum of
Agreement in 2004 to
share participation in the
SEGS members learned about mining operations
organizations missions.
at Lake Wales Sand Ridge mines, and collected
Fulgurites
The SEGS serves as a
many fulgurites.
vehicle for promoting
geosciences education with our friends in the FAPG‐AIPG.
November 20, 2010: Return to Alum Bluff and the Apalachicola River in the Florida Panhandle,
Guidebook #51 ‐ this trip is a popular field excursion for north Florida geologists, particularly Florida
State University students. The 2010 Executive Committee met informally with our field‐ready members
at one of the more impressive geologic exposures in the southeastern Coastal Plain. We shared
accomplishments with a fairly large crowd of attendees (three boatloads) and recruited our Vice
President, well known Florida Museum of Natural History curator Roger
Portell. We enjoyed fruitful collection of invertebrate fossils including
various mollusks, as well as sharks teeth and a rare whale fin bone.

Miocene-age sharks teeth and
dugong bones

One of three boatloads of SEGS members at Alum Bluff
(thanks again Harley Means)

Alum Bluff on the Apalachicola River
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February 19, 2011: Georgia's "Little Grand Canyon" ‐ Providence Canyon State Park, followed by a visit
to Florida Caverns State Park in Marianna, FL, Guidebook #52 ‐ this trip benefitted SEGS in gathering
members from outside of Florida. We enjoyed a thoughtful tour by Carl Froede, who has written papers
about the locale, including some new, possibly
controversial ideas on the Canyon's depositional
history. The recognition of geologic uncertainties
was invigorating and valuable in reminding us why
we enjoy the challenges of our interests and
occupations. This trip gave most of us our first
opportunity to view (and collect specimens of) the
K‐T boundary.

Twenty-three colors of sand have been
documented at Providence Canyon

Providence Canyon is a huge erosional
feature that resulted from poor
farming practices

The K-T boundary is conspicuous near Providence Canyon
(thanks again Carl Froede)

April 9, 2011: SMR Shell Pit, Sarasota Florida – this field trip is an example
of how the SEGS interacts with other organizations in support of geosciences
education. SEGS members were invited guests by the Florida Paleontological
Society. Approximately 50 advocates enjoyed several hours at a few
industrial road‐base rock and shell mines, where Plieistocene shell beds
overly Miocene Hawthorne Group, Arcadia Formation phosphatized
limestone rock, vertebrate and invertebrate fossils. Abundant Plio‐
Pleistocene marine fossils, including unique 2‐million year old mollusk shells
provided unlimited collection.
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SEGS joins FPS on a trip to SMR Shell mines
(thanks again Roger Portell)

One of Sarasota SMR Shell mines

April 23, 2011: Haile Quarries, Gainesville, Florida, Guidebook #53 – As noted in our business meeting
write‐up, we organized this field trip in Gainesville, a Florida centrally‐located area, to include a dinner
with guest speaker. The field trip included a quarry tour to examine the geology and paleontology in and
around some of the Haile Quarries, which are renowned as some of the most productive locations for
vertebrate and invertebrate fossils in Florida.

Vertebrate fossil mapping and
excavation at a Haile Quarry paleo
sink (thanks again Roger Portell)

May 7, 2011: Anastasia Formation, St. Augustine, Florida, Guidebook #53B – this field trip is an
example of how SEGS continues to support geosciences education, while collaborating with the FAPG‐
AIPG, whose purpose is to represent and promote the profession of geology as a vital scientific field with
an important role to fill in modern technology. The SEGS and FAPG‐AIPG entered into a formal
Memorandum of Agreement in 2004 to share participation in the two organizations missions. The SEGS
serves as a vehicle for promoting geosciences education with our friends in the FAPG‐AIPG. We visited
several outcrops of "beachrock", located on the northeast coast of Florida. We also visited mines where
Anastasia Formation coquina was and still is mined for construction, and now renovation of Fort Castillo
de San Marcos in St Augustine, Florida's oldest city, circa 1565.
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SEGS members hit the beaches of northeast
Florida to check out the coquina
(thanks again Harley Means)

Fort Castillo de San Marcos in St Augustine,
North America's oldest masonry structure and
only extant 17th century fort

September 24, 2011: The Dry Tortugas, Departing Key West, Florida, Guidebook #54 – you can imagine
how popular this trip was from the first time we received an offer from Dr. Gene Shinn, prominent USGS
(retired) carbonate geologist and currently faculty at USF's Marine Science Center. The trip consisted of a
Friday evening dinner at a jammin' Cuban restaurant, El Meson de' Pepe, located in Mallory Square,
walking distance to the Sunset Pier. After an evening of dinner, drinks and memorable street
entertainment, we rousted early for a fast‐catamaran trip 70 miles west to Garden Key, home of the
former Fort Jefferson, which was converted in the early 1900s to a military prison that housed
conspirators indicated in the assassination of President Lincoln.

SEGS members visit the Dry Tortugas and enjoy a
few days in the keys (thanks again Dr. Gene Shinn)

Fort Jefferson on Garden Key, Dry Tortugas,
Florida, 70 miles west of Key West

SEGS obtained a U.S. Department of the Interior permit to spend mid‐day visiting Loggerhead Key, home
of the Carnegie Institute of Marine Sciences, established and initially directed by Alfred Goldsborough
Mayor, the famous medusa expert. We visited a monument erected in memory of Mayor, snorkeled on
a beautiful coral reef in shallow water, and observed direct evidence for the current and significantly
rapid "growth" of subaqueous marine rock. Evidence included time series photo‐documentation of
limestone that is enveloping a steel pipe in the Gulf of Mexico. Dr. Shinn informed us that this growing
rock, with another well‐known occurrence in the Mediterranean sea, is likely occurring due to high
salinity of the shallow, low energy water. We also enjoyed a presentation of side‐scan sonar imaging
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superimposed on LIDAR data that Stan Locker of USF is using to map shallow carbonates. Those of us
who enjoyed an extra day on Key West would attest that renting bicycles is the best way to get around;
they're complete with baskets to facilitate collection of Miami Limestone at Key West (fossil coral rock).
October 1, 2011: C. C. Calhoun Sand Mines on Central Florida’s Sand Mining District on the Lake Wales
Ridge – this field trip was requested by a few geology students and professor Matthew Pasek from the
University of South Florida and hosted by Marc Hurst, an active
member of the Florida Association of Professional Geologists‐Florida
section of the American Institute of
Professional Geologists (FAPG‐AIPG), who
recently accepted nomination for the 2012
SEGS Presidency. Approximately 15 students,
faculty and professionals toured a sand mine
where minerals extraction, primarily silica
sand, occurs for use in construction materials.
The mine is known as Pit #1 of the C.C. Calhoun
mines, "home of Florida's best baseball clay".
The so‐called baseball clay is actually fine‐
grained sand with very little clay content, but
has a bright iron‐red color that is easily
recognizable to commonly superstitious
baseball players. All attendees enjoyed
collecting fulgurites, or "lightning glass".

October 15, 2011: Rocky Point Pre‐Ballot Meeting and Tampa‐Bay Box‐work Geode Quest – We
enjoyed a quick afternoon trip to Tampa, complying with an SEGS Constitution‐mandated fall pre‐ballot
meeting. The meeting started with a show & tell and rock swap in the parking lot of the Rusty Pelican
restaurant on Rocky Point. Several members brought nice specimens of Florida’s “State Stone” ‐
agatized coral ‐ so designated by the Legislature in 1979. Our conversations and business meeting
continued into the Rusty Pelican bar, then out on the break‐wall and down along Ben T. Davis Beach
where dredged, or imported, dolomitic rocks with vugs containing chalcedony crystals exist. As you can
imagine, the beautiful specimens have been picked over, except those covered in sea grasses and algae,
and some difficult to manage boulders (photo next page).
SEGS Website
We hope that all of our members have saved the SEGS website (www.segs.org) in their "favorites" The
site is our primary means of communicating SEGS business, including membership renewals, future
balloting for elections and connecting with SEGS members and the greater geological community.
President's Message
My past two years serving SEGS has truly been an honor and a pleasure. After 20 years making my bones
in the consulting industry, and raising two beautiful daughters (both State Champion rowers and AP/IB
students, thanks to my wife), I finally made time to get out to really see, touch and learn about Florida
and Georgia geology.
My role with SEGS ironically started with the passing of my good friend and USF MS‐thesis assistant Tom
Jackson, 2009 SEGS President. I'm very pleased to have facilitated SEGS's involvement in creating a Polk
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County Historical Marker that recognized Tom's and SEGS's efforts to educate Floridians on our fragile
water resources, citing Kissengen Springs as an example of our need for conservation.
When Tom passed, my great friend and other thesis assistant, Dave Dewitt, 2010 SEGS President, the
man who I commonly introduce as the best geologist I know in Florida, asked me for help. When Dave
asked me to be SEGS VP, I hesitated but thought about how I should move forward from my role as HSW
Engineering Principal and arm‐chair geologist. I gave my employer an unexpected, ridiculously‐low
estimate of professional development hours that I would incur serving SEGS, and accepted Dave's
nomination.
Highlights of my SEGS activities, with many fond memories, during my 2010 and 2011 tenure include:
• Wekiva Springs and Wolf Sink field trip with 2010 business meeting;
• attending a GCAGS annual meeting and conference in San Antonio;
• Maps‐in‐Schools delivery of a framed USGS Tapestry‐in‐Time to kids' high school;
• Central Florida Sand Ridge mines field trip and fulgurite collecting;
• Alum Bluff on the Apalachicola River field trip;
• Providence Canyon field trip and visit to Florida Caverns;
• SMR Shell Pit field trip with the Florida Paleontological Society
• Haile Quarries field trip and 2011 business meeting at the Florida Natural History Museum;
• rewriting and successfully balloting a much‐improved SEGS Constitution and Bylaws;
• moving forward on our application as a 501c3 non‐profit organization;
• planning for a future scholarship program;
• Anastasia Formation field trip;
• Kissengen Spring Historical Marker unveiling; and to top it off ‐
• Dry Tortugas field trip with Drs. Gene Shinn and Stan Locker and visiting Key West!

Chalcedony crystals in dolomitic limestone from Tampa Bay Area
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I wish to express my deepest gratitude to SEGS Officers and members that made this 2 years of my life
so very enjoyable:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

SEGS Past‐President Dave DeWitt, P.G., of the Southwest Florida Water Management District for
really making everything happen;
SEGS V.P., Roger Portell of the Florida Natural History Museum (and Florida Paleontological
Society Officer) for coordinating our Haile Quarries field trip and hosting our 2011 SEGS business
meeting at the beautiful museum;
SEGS Secretary‐Treasurer Harley Means, P.G., of the Florida Geological Survey for coordinating
our Anastasia Formation field trip with the Florida Association of Professional Geologists and
introducing Dr. Gene Shinn to the SEGS, which resulted in a terrific Dr. Shinn‐led field trip to the
Dry Tortugas;
Tammy Means, Harley's wife, for keeping our books and member rolls intact;
Charles Cook of the FDEP for spearheading the Kissengen Springs Historic Marker and the Maps‐
in Schools projects, along with Joe Oros;
The Gulf Coast Association of Geologic Societies, our parent organization, who partially funds
our mid‐year trips to Association meetings in Texas (and who gave me a scholarship for my
thesis 20 years ago);
Carl Froede of EPA in Atlanta for coordinating our Providence Canyon field trip, and directing us
to collection of physical specimens representing the K‐T boundary;
Dr. Gene Shinn for securing a U.S. Department of the Interior Permit for us to hike and snorkel
Loggerhead Key in the Tortugas and coordinating an awesome field trip;
The National Park Service for providing a ship and cordial crew to take us from Garden Key to
Loggerhead Key;
Marc Hurst and John Herbert for stepping up to SEGS 2012 President and V.P. positions,
respectively;
My employer, HSW Engineering, Inc., for acknowledging the usefulness of some non‐billable
professional development hours incurred;
SEGS members who made these missions productive, educational, and enjoyable;
J. Michael Hicks, my best neighbor friend and Consigliere, who endures my endless ramblings
about earth history and the genesis of Florida (and joined us on our trip to the Tortugas); and
most‐importantly,
My wife Pam and daughters Maggie and Anna, who missed me (or so I like to think) on many
late nights and long weekends enjoying SEGS activities.
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Andy with teenage daughters, 40 year old car, 100 year old house and 20 million year old specimens
of 1979-designated “State Stone of Florida”, agatized coral, actually Chalcedony Pseudomorph after
coral, aka “Ballast Point Diamonds”, from October 15, 2011 SEGS trip to Tampa Bay Area.

Plans for the last few months of 2011 and into the new year
We are proud to report that SEGS has gained significant momentum over the last two years and
confident that we can maintain the momentum with leadership from some very active members. We
have many ideas for progress in 2012 and beyond, as detailed on our website www.SEGS.org.
Regarding planned field trips for 2012;
•

•
•

Roger Portell has offered to host an SEGS‐specific trip to the SMR Shell Pits in Sarasota where
Miocene‐age Hawthorne Group, Peace River Formation, Bone Valley Member phosphatized
limestone rock, vertebrate and invertebrate fossils are exposed. Abundant Plio‐Pleistocene
marine fossils, including unique 2‐million year old mollusk shells provide unlimited collection.
John Herbert has expressed interest in coordinating a coastal geomorphology trip on Florida's
west coast; and
another long‐time SEGS member who has been to Cuba several times, promised to look into the
possibility of coordinating a tip to investigate geology that few Americans have had an
opportunity to see.

The location and venue for the upcoming 2012 annual business meeting and field trip will be up to the
incoming officers on the Executive Committee. Preliminary ideas include Florida Caverns State Park in
the Florida Panhandle, with its exquisite examples of stalactites and stalagmites. We look forward to
many years of continued SEGS success and strong membership involvement.
The Southeastern Geological Society (SEGS) is a non‐profit group of avocational and professional
geologists dedicated to advancement of the geological sciences.
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